
SAILING TIIE SOUJTH-EASTERN ShIORE OF NOVA SCOTIA

W 887 BLUE MIST and W8328 NAOMII

Saturday 191` June
We started our cruise from Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, with some prospective 'pub

stops' unoff'icially pencilled in on our 'Admniralty' type charts by Jim Fraser, our local
Wayfarer host. Jim reads each copy of Wayfarer News he receives with great interest, and
seemed to have gained the impression that most UK Wayibarer rallies consisted of a sail
from one pub stop to another - I can't imagine where he may have got this idea from! lHe 
had therefore marked our charts accordingly, "To make us feel more at home," he said.
We should have suspected something was amiss here however, from the number of large
water containers and considerable amount of food being prepared for our departure.
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son is standing on the far left,
beside Dick Hanmngton.
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Setting off from Dartmouth
in the early aftemoon, having
spent more than an hour
preparing and packing the
boats for the tripl

Behind the suspension
bndge lies the Bedford Basin,
which is a large expense of
deep water, where Jim
infarnned us, the Atlantic
convoys were assembled dur-
ing the last war

'N ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~The magnificent and im-
pressive schooner, Bluenose
2, which is a replica of an
eatly 19001s Nova Scotian

... ~~~~~~~~~~~~clipper ship of the same
namne.

Jim took us on the con-
venient ferry service from
Dartmouth to Halhifx to visit

ix ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the water float and historical
maritime museum area, We

| e had seen the Clipper moored
up the previous day, and
were extremel fovate that
it happened to be setting out

I on a sea trip as we were
sailing by

Against the light afteroon breeze, it took us a couple of hours to cover the 5 miles
to MeNabs Island, situated at the entrance to the inlet of Halifax harbour and the large
deep water expanse of the Bedford Basin beyond. Though it was still only mid-afternoon.
Jim felt it prudent to stop for the night at a sheltered landing spot he knew, rather than'
Continue to the next suitable stop, which was some distance away,

Rocks tumbled down into the sea around most of the island, making any landing
rather hazardous, but Jim led us to a sandy cove where we were able to pull our boats up
on the beach I had hopped out of the boat into the water in my bare feet. and nearly
jumped back in again a the same speed, the water was so cold' o had never previously
exericN d such a freezinta sea temperature, and decided to take even greater care to
a oid capszing thani nornal for a sea cruise, since it seemed highly unlikely anyone would
surv ive for very, long in the water



Photo by Dick Harringlon

Jim (standing) and Mike. in the process of
preparing their evening meal. The bay is on the
east side of NcNabs Island, well protected from
the prevailing S. W winds, and in the lee of
Lawlor Island, opposite.

Some of the many cruisers and motor boats
at this popular spot can be seen on the far right
of the picture.

Being one of the few natural
landing places around, the cove was
also known by many of the motor
boat/yacht owning fraternity of the
area, who tended to be quite noisy.
But we managed to get into a much
shallower part, away from the most
popular area, where we pitched our
land tents for the night. That evening
we set off to walk across the island
to an old lighthouse. As we ap-
proached the spit on which it was
situated, the rough track gave way to
a wooden roadway structure made
from sections larger than railway
sleepers. Even though the structure
had been built behind a huge boulder
revetment, the power of the sea had still tipped parts of it on its side, as if it had been made
of matchwood. We then visited a derelict, but extensive wartime lookout and gunsight
fortification overlooking the main entrance to the inlet. I hadn't appreciated that the
German U-boats had operated this near to the North American coast, but the wartime
convoys had used the safety of the Bedford Basin to assemble for their transatlantic
crossings. From this high position, Jim pointed out that the occasionally ripple patterns

we could see on the
water were made
by whales, though
unfortunately, they
never actually broke
the surface for us to
get a clear sight of

With the early momring
mist rapidly clearing, Dick's
aptly named boat, 'Blue Mist'
lies serenely at anchor in the
very clear, cold water

An hour or so later the
breeze picked up for an ex-

(elent day's sail,



Sunday 20QAgut
The next day we set off in earnest in a strong southwesterly breeze ifor the stan of our

1 80-mile cruise to Canso, the most easterly town on the main pan of Nova Scotia. and
situated below Cape B3reton Island, Jim had sailed his Wayfarer solo on a number of previous
trips and had great respect for the waters along this coast. We were initially surprised that he
had sailed so tar out to the first sea mark. before turning eastwards. We learned later that this
was done not only to avoid the rocks, but also to clear the areas of shoal water, over which
breaking waves could form, even in calm conditions, as a result of Atlantic storms hundreds
of miles further south.

We enjoyed an easy run downwind towards Clam Bay some 30 miles away. Jim aimed
to reach a sheltered area at the far end of this bay where we would again be able to pitch our
land tents. We preferred to use these whenever we could, as they gave us rather more space
than using our boat tents. Jim had also mentioned that there was a Visitor's Centre 'only a
short distance away' - but that was over land, he had omitted to tell us how impenetrable the
pine forest would be!

We benefitted greatly from
Jim s extensive knowledge of
this part of the coastline. Jim
guided us to a completely
protected area of water at the
far end of a vewy exposed
bay Theme are many inlets
marked on the chart, but it is
not possible to tell which ones
would make good landing
points.

We were fortunate to ar-
_ive at our ovemight stop near
high water, which enabled us
to get the boats reasonably
near to the spot we were able
to pitch our tents.

Photo by Dick Hamngton

We made fast progress -buoy hopping along the coast, putting in a reef at one point to
make the downwind sailing rather more comfortable. Jim had already explored much of this
part of the coastline, and had suggested we keep offshore to press on to our next planned
stopping point, as there were other places turther along the coast would offer more interesting
features for us to see. As we passed near a small island on our approach to Clam Bay, we saw
an Osprey or Eagle's nest, built at the top of a dead pine tree close to the shoreline, in which
2 large young were clearly visible I would have liked to have sailed in really close to get a
better look, but had to be content, for the time being anyway, with my first sighting of a real
'bird of prey' nest being little more than a fleeting glimpse, disappearing into the distance.

Sailing to the far end of Clam Bay. we made our way round Harbour Point to our
intended landing spot. The tide was ebbing fast. and the area very shallow, so we quickly
found a suitable place to beach our boats and set up our land tents. We cooked an evening
meal, and retired to our beds well satisfied after an excellent day's sailing. Jim promised that
next morning we would be able to walk to the Visitors Centre just around the bay, with the
only public facilities in the whole area, toilets, showers and a cafeteria which would provide
us with a good breakfast It seemed an absoiutely ideal spot for the night's camp,
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Monday 21 " June
We started out next mornig along the rocky shoreline to the Centre, which was just

half and hour away Jim assured us - this proved to be one of his typical understatements,
which Mike and I later used to follow with: --Trust me I'm a Canadian'! Where the rocky
shoreline was too difficult to follow, Jim was adept at finding a short alternative route
through the pine trees. We spent f'ar more than half an hour just reaching the rocky headland
of Burnt Point, from which there was a much easier mile or so walk along winding paths and
then over a long sandy beach. We finally arrived at the Centre. only to find it securely locked
- except for the showers. These were the open-air types used by bathers to wash off salt water
after swimming in the sea. A quick turn ot' the shower tap brought forth a spray of cold water
equal in temperature to the freezing sea, and made me decide that perhaps I might wait for
another opportunity!

It seemed quite amazing that
the pine trees could grow so
densely on such baren rock
The other very notable feature
of the coastline was that whilst
it mostly consisted of very
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We reached Tangier I larbour. and then worked our way around a most peculiarly
shaped headland, which this time appeared on the water as a series of difierent shaped pine
covered islands, though they were shown on the chart to be all linked by a narrowA isthmus,
Skirting the shoreline, we found a sandy and well-protected beach, and set up our camp
nearby. It was almost a perfect site, spoilt only by some garbage left by previous visitors,
Looking out to sea whilst eating our evening meal though, one could only see the most
beautiful of unspoilt and rugged islands, rocks and wildlife. Seals popped their heads from
the water occasionally, and we were lucky enough to watch a sea eagle struggle to gain height
after catching a large fish. A pair of binoculars would have made the sight even more
spectacular. There was no sound from any human habitation, we could only hear the gentle
breaking of the water on the sandy beach, and the birds, particularly the Loon with its
distinctive call. It made us feel privileged to be part of such a wilderness. A lone canoeist and
a fisherman in a small boat who passed us by on the other side of the island opposite, were
the only other people we saw whilst there.

Photo by Jim Fraser

This photo surely epito-
rmises the beauty and
ruggedness of this part of the
Nova Scotian~ coastline

_ _ _l $ | l ~~~~~~~~~~~~Although we cos to
crui.se the whol length of
this part of the coast, it would
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Tuesday?- June
Having survived 3 days living mostly away from the lujxuries of civilisation - which for

some reason both Jim and Dick sceeted to think was of great hardship to us Brits ( in truth it
was just lhe mosquitoes that really bothered us), Jim pointed out the prospective 'pub stop'
he had marked in on our charts lThe fact that there didn' t seX,em t o be any roads marked
anyw here near this sheltered cove should have nnade us more suspicious, but at this point we

silfelt we ought to aive our C anadian host the benefit of any doubts we had.



The main channels through
the rocky outcrops were well
marked by small upright pillar
buoys which were coded with
two letters and a number This
made it easy to identify them
from the chart, though it was
not always easy to decide
which side to pass sometimes!

The Admirnay type charts
were of an excellent standard
and showed in good detail all
rocks exposed at low tide, to-
gether with those just below

v f @ XP;vX - 7 @ffi; - ze ~~~~~~the surface!

Setting off in again in a good breeze - Jim could hardly believe that the weather was
holding up so well for us - we immediately started to thread our way through some of the
rockiest and narrowest channels we had yet experienced. We were certainly grateful we had
the prevailing southwesterly winds behind us, for tacking through the area would have been
fraught with danger. Jim then led us back out to sea to clear Taylors Head before turning
downwind again to sail the 12 miles between more islands to Quaddy Head.

The pine forest behind us
was so dense that there was
no place to even pitch our land
tents.

Mike and I enjoyed the iso-
lation and ruggedness of the
region, but we seemed to ber 
pfrime targets for the 4 '

mosquitoes. We found our best
defence was to cover up as
much as possible, so as to at
least make them attack from
the front, where we had a
chance to see and swat them!

Photo by Dick Harmington -

Turning into the cove marked by Jim on the chart, there was no sign of any good place
to land, let alone any pub. The inlet was extremely well sheltered, but the shoreline seemed
to be just rocks with pine forest beyond, and a marshy area at the far end - ideal mosquito
territory! We landed in the most suitable place we could find, and anchored the boats off the
rocks. The mosquitoes were soon out in force. They seemed to relish the juicy tender flesh of
Brit skin and only by plastering ourselves with an ample coating of liquid Deet appeared to
keep them at bay for a while - which was not surprising, since the smell was not at all
pleasant - but certainly much better than getting bitten.
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By next moiing a chest infection Dick had developed was becoming a problem and he
suggested that stopping somewhere with a pharmacy would be prudent. The coast however
was sparsely populatedw with only the occasional hamlet and small shop One such place on
Our route was Manie Joseph, where Jim knew of a genera store which he thought would be
worth trying. We set off on another day's island dodging, and by the early aftemoon Jim had
pulled into a small inlet on the largest of a group of 3 islands for a break. tee also wished to
check if an Osprey nest he had found on a previous visit was still m use, Sure enough after a
wvalk round the headland, one Osprey was soon flying round squawking loudly to try to scare

us away, soon to be
joined by its mate. It ll

was a truly fantastic |l

sighto see thee yon large w
birds wheeling and |l

diviig abolve us.ll

The photo shows the Osprey 
difectly above its nest. which t
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Unlike the eanier nest we .......E
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able to see thje young, wh
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Jim and Mike with Naomi on a wooden ramp at Marie
Joseph. The ramp was of an interesting construction, with
logs being laid across and nailed to longitudinal poles.
Large mcks had been placed along each edge of the ramp
to hold it under the water when the tide rose.

Only an hour or so after setting off
again we reached Marie Joseph. It was a small
fishing hamlet with a general store by the
public wharf This was one of those unique
and old fashioned shops which sold everything
from bread to 6 inch bolts, anything in fact
which the local community might need. There
was also a postbox and telephone, so at last we
were able to communicate with the outside
world. Dick, having bought the medicine he
required, also spotted that they sold fish,
freshly caught, the lady said, by her husband.
Dick bought enough Haddock for a good meal
for the 4 of us that evening, and we headed off
to nearby Barren Island to camp for the night.

The island was in fact anything but
barren, and covered by a pine forest, like most
of the other islands. Again Jim took us to an
ideal landing spot where there had once been a fisherman's hut, but was now derelict.
Nearby, and also in an advanced state of decay, were 2 old wooden fishing boats. We pitched
our tents on one of the few
grassy areas we were to
come across during the
whole of our trip. Many
branches and pieces of tim-
ber had been washed up on
the rocky and exposed | s ^ _
southwest shoreline of the i_
small bay, and we were able= 

Photo by Dick Hamngton |; j2_

= , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~to sit around a large campfire to
_ = e~~~~~~~~at the delicious iladdock,

_ ~~~~~~~which Dick had cooked. in ilact

~~~~~~~~~~we should call back to the store

_ = c = w _ = ~~~~~~~~~~for another evemnin meal.
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This photo is typical of the beautiful
evening sunsets we experienced at the
end of each day's good weather .Q

The peace and tranquility of the loca-
tion emphasised that nature was truly
Sovereign here, and we were pleased
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Making the most of our stop by buying an ice cream as well, we perhaps lingered a little
too long. By the time we left the wind had started to drop and we struggled to make progress
into what little breeze there was between the headland and Barren Island. Jim therefore
suggested we head back to our previous evening's camp spot, as we were unlikely to reach
our proposed destination of Liscombe Island.

For the last day's sail together, we
swopped crews for me to gain some
experience sailing Jim's Abbot built
Wayfarer, before sailing it single Vf
handed for the remainder of the
cruise,

Friday 25' June
Next day was overcast

rather than foggy, and we set
otT in a light breeze to Lis-
combe Mills. Jim and Mike
had decided end their cruise l_
here, since they had to get
back to work, and could not
afford to be holed up at some isolated spot in fog for days on end, unlike Dick and myself,
who both enjoyed the happy state of retirement. Jim had mentioned that there was a grand
Lodge at our proposed destination, which boasted a marina with every facility we could wish
for; toilets, showers, even a bath if preferred, as well as the use of a washing machine. By
now we had become more than a little sceptical of Jim's assurances about visiting some-
where with a more civilised type of lifestyle, having seen so little sign of it so far along our
route. Hlis current pronouncement really did appear to be just a mirage on the sea's horizon.
"And there's also a restaurant, shop and a swimming pool," he added. "Oh yes, trust me I'm
a Canadian!" laughed Mike in his own inimitable way.

We tumed into the approach to Liscombe Harbour, a rather grand name for the small
hamlet it turned out to be, and then bore left again up the Liscombe river to Jim's supposed
Lodge on a sharp bend some 5 miles distant. We passed a couple of large derelict houses,

probably victims of the col-
Photo by Dick Harmngton lapsed fishing industry many

years ago, one of which
looked to be at such an angle
that it was about to fall down.
We rounded Riley's Island
guarding the last stretch of
water marked on the chart as
Liscombe Mill, and then saw
some red mooring buoys in
the middle of the river - per-
haps it wasn't going to be a
mirage after all! Finally a
grand Lodge appeared high
up overlooking the river,



Jim grinned widely as we got out of the boats, knowing that although he given us an
accurate description of the place, he had made us too sceptical to believe him! At 20 dollars
per boat, Jim felt the berthing fees on the expensive side for a Wayfarer. but the facilities
were second to none. Each of us was even provided with soap, shampoo, and conditioner, as
well as a clean set of towels, We made good use of the shower facilities before visiting the
restaurant for an excellent meal, and then settled down for the night in our boat tents moored
against the jetty.
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The marina office was managed by Chester Rudolf; one of the most helpful and
charming people I have ever met. Whilst waiting with Jim and Mike at the bus stop he had
stopped in his pick-up truck to ask us if we needed any groceries or the like at the nearest
general store. Becoming aware on his return that we intended to stop another night, he
immediately offered us the use of his car to visit the nearest town of Sherbrook, where there
was an interesting restored historic village. We took him up on his offer, and on calling in at
a petrol station to fill up with fuel, we found we were being served by his son, who wasn't the
least bit phased that we were driving around in his father's car. It was obvious that Chester
lent out his car quite regularly to visiting sailors, and his generosity seemed quite amazing.

We were able to use all the facilities at the lodge, including a lounge with large tables
on which we planned the next part of our trip, and we discussed how we were going to sail
together. The best option we came up with was for one boat to lead, with the other following
close behind, and to change over the role of lead boat at regular intervals.

Sunday 27'h June
We made use of the f1acilities at Photo by Dick Harnngton

the marina for the last time before set-
ting off T for our proposed destination of
Port Bickerton. The day was fine and
sunny with a gentle but steady breeze -
ideal in fact for our single-handed sail-
ing. Returning along the 5-mile stretch
of the l,iscombe River, we rounded
Gravel Point on Liscombe Island and
headed out to the first sea mark, as Jim
had advised. Though in the calm condi-
tions, we could no doubt have safely
sailed closer inland to get a more inter-
esting view of the wreck of a freighter,
clearly visible ofT Steering Reef; even
from a distance.

t _, ~~~~~~~myself sailing downr the



We made good
time to the next mark,
VH2, ensuring that I took
a photo as we passed. to
prove to Jim that we had
actually sailed to Canso.
Hle had mentioned with a
grin before leaving, that
once ensconced at Lis-
combe Lodge, he rather
doubted that we would
actually leave its more
luxurious way of life, but
f1ind a way of getting the
boats towed to Canso
instead!

Before setting off from the mark, I suggested the possibility of heading for a more
distant ovemight stop. Dick did not think this a good idea in the decreasing wind, so we
made for the buoy marking the entrance to Port Bickerton. Dick's judgement proved
sound, since just a mile or so short of the entrance buoy, the wind dropped completely and
we had to start rowing.

The bay into to Port Bickerton was about a mile across, though most of this length
consisted of a shallow bar, with the deep-water channel at the far eastern side between
Bickerton Island and the headland. 'To get to this point would have entailed a much longer
row than seemed necessary on a boiling hot summer's day. Getting up on the foredeck for

a better view, there appeared to be an area of
Photoby DkHarington clear water over the bar. With a flat calm

sea, there was little obvious danger in at-
tempting to row through the shallow water
in order to shorten our route considerably. it
was still very hard work in the blazing heat,
and I appreciated why I had gone to the

t expense of buying myself an outboard when
cruising mv own boat!

Although the water did become shallower
as I crossed the bar, there was still 300 mm
of depth - plenty for a Wayfarer. Dick fol-
lowed some 100 metres behind me, and just
as he was crossing, an inshore lifeboat type
vessel came speeding out from the harbour
towards us. As we were the only boats in the
area, we did wonder whether they had taken
note of our valiant efforts, and were going to
offer to tow us int But it came within about
half a mile of us, saw that we had made it
across the bar, and promptly turned round
and headed back to base
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The breeze picked up a little later, and we were able to sail into the harbour of Port
Bickerton. It wasn't until we had tied up alongside the fishing boats moored along the
harbour wall that we discovered the local coastguard had been keenly observing our
approach. Not appreciating that we needed so little depth with the rudder and centre-plate
up they had feared for our safety and had sent out the smaller of their two lifeboats. The
second, larger lifeboat was one of the latest RNLI designs.

Dick and I are moored up on
the left alongside some fishing
boats (which is always easier
than moorng up against the
wharf with the rise and fall of
tide) Unbeknown to us, Porft , 
Bickerton was the main coast- I,. lli L _
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i wg hot day, wrhe et or was o a i th short dsn b t

veytmll,fartoC toempt c -ni c n wit e being ms hlf an fr l D

ruefully commented thatprobablyonlyaround100peoplelivedinth We hpad askn d if theof was

W > 0 4 0 0 ffi M iS X2tc! I ~~~~~~~~told, 'Yes, jusl up the road'
< Jl 0 f: , ,0 ., r, , A/, i ... ~~~~~~~~~After walking a mrie or so in the

E i l 4 t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~this srmal roadside hut, with ifts
L _ ;,r k _ I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~outside dining area, where ahck

e __ I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~is siftirxg.
them9 seemed toknow that we had come in overthebarandthe 5ifeboat What the orestaurant'; 7 W g X w4i E ~~~~~~~~~~~~lacked in size though, it

*~~~~ ' st, _s , 11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~certainly made up forin service,
ij | iti ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~as we were offered wet flannels
U _,. _ _-_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~and towels at the end of our
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~excellent rnea/, anct then
_ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~allowed to use the bathmom in

for us! i own home.

==_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i

We rigged up our boat tents before walking around the bay to the small eating place,
which provided us with a wholesome snack. After giving Jim a ring to let him know how
we were getti ng on, we were offered a lift the short distance back to our boats. This was a
very small, close-knit community, with everyone being most helpful and friendly Dick
ruefully commented that probably only around 10() people lived in the place, and 99 of'
them seemed to know that we had come in over the bar and the lifeboat had been sent out
for us!
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Photo by Dick Hamngton

Leaving Port Bickerton by the
deep water channel this time, and
passing the old and new light-
houses, the old one having been .
turned into an interesting martime
museum of the ama.,

Monday 28 h June
Having paid our

harbour dues, we were
able to use the first
class facilities of the
Coastguard station at
the entrance to the harbour. Whilst there we did offer them an apology for causing them to
be called out, and thanked them for keeping an eye on us. We were offered advice for the
next part of our trip, programmed our GPS's with the relevant waypoints and route, and set
off The winds were again very light at the approach to the entrance, and we needed to row
for a while, but once clar of Bickerton Island, we sailed past the lighthouse situated on
the headland. After passing the promontory of Cape Mocodome, the wind picked up again
nicely for us and we ran goose-winged to the appropriately named (Goose Island, putting in
a reef at one point to make the single handed sailing more comfortable.

Inside the shelter between Harbour Island and Goose Island I was able to take out the
reef before turning east again toward Tor Bay. We made the 14-mile trip to the bay in easy
condjtions, but soon after our arrival, the weather turned decidedly nasty for the first time
on our trip. The wind strength increased very rapidly making us put in a first reef I also
furled my genoa, and not long afterwards took in a second reef The visibility also dropped
rapidly, probably down to less than half a mile.

Dick made for Charlos Cove, where the Coastguard had mentioned there wvas a
good anchorage, and we tied up in the lee of the public wharf. I immediately felt uneasy
about leaving the boats in this positon for any length of time. The wind only needed to go
round 45 and we would be fully exposed to the near gale force winds. I suggested putting

*the boats or the- shore
opposite, which ap-
peared to be line shin-
gle. Dick however de-
cided he would stay
where he was for the
time being, and then tie
:up for the night on one
of the mooring buoys

This photo of the small ham-
let of Chaos Cove was taken
from the public wharf where we
initia/y tied up when we anfived,



I hadn't landed on the beach for more than a few minutes when 2 people came up
to see if ! needed any help. On hearing that I intended sleeping in the boat during the night,
the nearest resident, Glenn Richard. offered me the use of the small boathouse he had
nearly completed, which I gratefully accepted. I then inquired if there was a restaurant
nearby. Glenn mentioned that there was, but it would be closed, so invited me over to his
house, where he would put 2 moose steaks on the 3BBQ for us. I tried to decline the offer,
as I hadn't intended to put him to so much trouble. But Glenn would hear none of it, and I
was extremely grateful to him, since the wild moose meat, which I had never experienced
before, tasted delicious.

Glenn Richard on the balcony
of his house. Immediately above
him is the humming bird ter 1
was delighted to get a photo of the
trny t#d _ 1 1

The weather during the nighi was realy wild, with gale t&ce wid, hndr
lightning, and torrential rain. I was mnost grateful to be sleeping in the boathouse, since by
morning the boat tent had let in a considerable amnount of water.

Tedy 2 9 t June
It was still wet and foggy when I woke next day, and I was soon invited over to

share breakfast with Glenn, his wife Rey, and mother. I then walked over to the wharf,
where Dick had
moored up after
spending the night
on a mo g to dis-
cuss what we were
going to do that day.

Photo taken in the mrnoing
after the nights storm Even
with the cover on, it had rained
so and trnt ta .e was m trlem
(4mn) of water in the back of the

Tuesdav 29 h June ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oa

Glenn s (dry and comfor t-
able) boathouse is on the far
lefr, aDic had~kn
the bay on the right,

F | on a nringt tn dis-~~~~~£



Dick had decided to sail over to Cole Hlarbour. a fewv miles further east, to spend the
next night there. I was unhappx about setting out in such poor visibility, and promised to
follow on later in the day. by which time I hoped the weather might improve Although it
did brighten up once or twice as the day wore on, by the time I was ready to move each
time the fog had rolled back in again, so I decided to stay put lbr another night,

Wednesdav 30h June
There was still some tog about the next morning, but the visibility seemed good

enough to make a move, so J set about packing the boat to meet up with Dick again.
Before getting away however, a person introduced to me as Mike had called by to say that
he had put Dick up the during the previous night, and he had left him preparing to sail
back to Charlos Cove. It was fortuitous to learn this, since in the relatively poor visibility,
it would have been easy for Dick and I to pass each other without knowing it! An hour or
so later Dick arrived back at the wharf

Uk,e saWg his dh b ener ~.r
across Tar Bay. He had his young
son aboani, who Mike informed us,
had been a lot happier once Dick
and / had joined them. We were
thef" a tl .rnYet#e when he
later dropped his sails and motored
off in the distance leaving us no
chance of keeping up with him.

Whilst waiting for Dick
to arrive, r had chatted to
-Mike about 'xis sailing trip
along the coast, and he de-
cided to join ius, as it would
be a more interesting way for him and his son to get to Canso to attend the coming
weekend's big Folk Festival. He had a fine old wooden double ender moored up in Cole
Hlarbour, and we agreed to meet up in the bay around 2 pm. By mid-day the fog had
cleared considerably, and Dick and 1 set off to meet up with Mike and his son, who were
beating their way towards Sugar Harbour Islands. Mike's boat did not point to windward
nearly as well as our Wayfarers, and after a xwhile he took dowIn his sails and started up his
outboard. In the decreasing wind it was our tum not to be able to keep up with him
Eventually we had to give up trying to follow, and changed our plans to sail to Port Felix
at the eastern end of the bay.

For a while we just sat in our boats in the bright sunlight with little wind and the
sails flapping idly. We were to regret later that we hadn't spent this time logging the new
course into our GYPS's, After half an hour or so the wind freshened frorm, the southwest
again and we set offat good speed on a dead run towards Port Felix, with some buildings
on a hilltop in the distance making an easy transit for us. After a short while the buildings
disappeared from our Kiew. A little later the islands to seaward of us also started to
disappear, even though the sun was shining clearly and brightly above us. It seemed almost
unreal, but it was also extremely worrying that the fog was obviously returning. and
getting thicker by the minute,



The w'nd had increased siderably I
too, and we made as much speed as possible,
hopirfg to get to Purl Felftx tbfure the fog
became too bad.

UJnfortunately the fbg beat us to it,
and visibility decreased to less than 50 metres
when 1 saw some rocks sticking out of the
water immediately ahead. I shouted a warn-
ing to Dick behind me and then put in the
quikest ALT-turn and fastest first reef yet
recorded for single-handed sailing! Dick did .
the samre, bat had orrade tie U-tarn rn tte
opposite direction. The fog was so thick at
this point that we quickly lost sight of each
other. I shouted to Dick to turn on his radio in
the expectation that he couldn't be far away
and would be able to hear me. Very soon
afterwards he radioed that he had found the
ffi.mst tffthe entr narks and did Iis best to
give me a course to it. By this time I had
worke4 aful mry position frum the shape crf the
headland coastline, and estimated my course it was not vety long after I had casualiv tumred

to the mark, keeping a constant and sharp round to take this photo of Dick, following only a short
lookout for rocks which were never very far cdstance behind aw, that I had observed the rocks,
away. It was to prove a far more hair-raising duirctly in our path! Taking the photo only a fittle while

experince thn crosing th NorthSea in later could have been a disaster. Lesson leamned!
experience than crossing the North Sea in
strong winds and big seas!

Some five or so very anxious minutes later I also came across the first entry mark
and radioed to Dick that I was following him in. The next mark was only a third of'a mile
distant, but I nearly missed it in the now pea soup thick fog. I then quickly came upon the
last mark, and finally the jetty where Dick was safely tied up. The jetty was rather too
exposed to feel comfortable for an over-night stop, so we decided to walk further along the

inlet, which seemed to
be a rather saer way
searching for a better
mooring tnan doing it

by boat.

rhe Wayfarers tied up at the
wharf of Port Felix (actually only
a very s7rrc7i; thwr&# uf a few
dozen houses).

The photo was taken on our
return from our walk around
the inlet and after the fog had
lifted a little. When we nad first
amved, the island opposite was
*t2ay isible'



Aft;er half 2 PIle. we
came across a fishing jetty. The
fistterxrlar, wflo owrned It, Anth UA;

Boudrau was more than happy to OR,
let us tie up for the night, We 4
returned in our boats, and after
buying a couple of lobsters from
him. he otfered us the use of his .
fish loft to cook them, as well as

Thursday 1M July !=li RiFArthur returned later to make
Arthur had advised us that we could save ou sure soe dbisters were being

easier and more interestingpassageifwewent through an cooked correctly and then gave

Harbour. The canal was rarely used anymore h _ s us 2 t ore which a previous
he had been through1recentlyatHighWaterina wider ad dcustomer had declinedr saninr

w l ht J FZ ~~~~~.. _ ~that it would save him putting
We set -off for the;canalon the other sideoftheinletinvthemr bagk h the a .ndhad ctge at
dep ad t 1henoedofthejetty!oThelobsters

boatsl D We were greedbyerea and -we
l __vw ^ 11 _ ~~~~~~comfortably in the fish loft on

vert fului stomachs that night.

I hursdal hl July
Arthur had advised us that we could save ourselves some distances and have an

easier and more interesting passage if we went through an old canal into Whitehead
Harbour. The canal was rarely used anymore he said, and there was talk of closing it, but
he had been througlh recently at High Water in a wider and deeper draug.ht boat than ours.
We set off for the canal on the other side of the inlet in very light airs, and hacf to row the
last bit between some islands. Arriving at the entrance near High Water we found it plenty
deexp and -wk:fe- enougFh for ouir

boats. We were greeted by aix
iocai resident. who was owie
too pleased to hew p us pull the r
boats under the Road Bndge.
He also helpfully pointed out | ,
that we would have to pass 1
!,tLLn.i~ the elecrnci.v !ahes be- |I ll
vond betfore raising our n'Fsts.

debted. since thev could easihlyv> 
have gone unnotnced as ve r ?
strewn along the cnalthbanok,k 
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Dick sailing 'Blue Mist' in dull
and dnzzly mist out of Whitehead '

marmour S*e were extremely fbr-
tunate that it was the only time
we found ourselhes sailing in
these conditions, After only half
an hour or so the weather bright-
ened up again.

The headland of Whitehead
and ih3 nearby islands wa quite
a prominent feature of the coast-
line, and appeared to cause the
area to have its own local/sod
weather system.

We beat out through the 21/2 mile stretch ol' Whitehead Harbour in a gentle breeze,
which later changed to an unpleasant drizzle for a short time. Reaching the seaward
entrance, Whitehead Island blocked most of what little wind there was, and our progress
was slow through the Eastern Passage. Arriving at Raspberry Island we decided to stop for
a break. We worked our way into a well-sheltered spot which was the site of a fisherman's
cabin with 2 jetties, making it an ideal landing place. The sun was shinning brightly when
we reached the island, but within 15 minutes, a dense cloud of fog could be seen
approaching us from Whitehead Island. We felt most lucky to have arrived when we did,[ . for the entrance was

, quite trickjI , and wc
could never have at-

I tempted it in poor
| visibility. In less than

I . an hour the fog was
Eso thick we could

. ,=1 ~barely see the island

_- ~~~~~' .. __ ~~~~~~~~only 50 inetres away,

Wehad plne to .....il to: 

Chatlo Cv, hain bee told

Thewn had picked up saflter

9V.h,tphpAr tIR?d Andl we wer l

keen to make progress, so, had |_
really onty stoppe for a short |-
break, it was almiost unbeliev- _
able how quickly the fogq hadi

2 1



Not only were we most fortunate to find an ideal landing
spjrZ7, bUt v;.t. W tha...bs' .. .a.t. .. ,.. .t.. .. 1.. . ..
hut was now vacant and provided excellent accommodatsonl

It was evident that no more sailing would
b. fcasl..NfL_ that -a- Dc s.; up his tahI t1- tt in

nearby area of sheltered pine forest, and to give
us both more space, i decided to sieep in the
fisherman's cabin. Everyone in the area had been
so helpful to us it seemed unlikely the fisherman
would mind, providing I left it as I found it. I
spent the remainder of the day reading through
an old Reade-rc fligrt i totnd on the tnhlIe in the
cabin, hoping that the fog would clear the next
mring0 ~ -- D . But t c---- wcathc fccat-nv out nlS

tIlt' I*I*. LJUL MC t fat,i t 0 M .CL)~ E,I VIU GnI

the VHF radio - which was a far more compre-
hensive and regular than the service we get in the
UK - was not good. The fog was not expected to
lift and gales were also forecast. We decided the
conditions would not be suitable to set sail the
next day either.

Friday 2n-d J~ulP

seconds all through the night, and all the next day as well, since the fog didn't clear at all.
The wind also gradually picked up during the morning to near gale force and the sight of
the waves crashing onto the rocks just offshore of the other side of the island was quite
spectacular. There was little to do except read, though we did feel lucky to have landed in
such a safe and comfortable spot before the fiog came down the previous day. We could
easily have been stuck in some far less satisfactory anchorage with the strong winds
buffeting us

Around 1030 we heard a motor boat approaching, and rather expecting it to be the
fishernan, went down to the jetty to meet him, Instead it was Daniel and Wendy llayes in
their motor boat, who were on their way to do some shopping from their home on Whale
Island, about a mile further east, UJnbeknown to us, they had seen us approach Raspberry
Island and guessed we had stopped there because of the fog. They had called in to check
we were OK, and to get anything we might need from the shop. I requested some fresh
milk if it wasn't too much trouble, but that apart, we still had plenty of' food. I enquired if
they thought it was all right for me to use the cabin, and I was assured the fisherman, who
Laniel knew. wouldn't mind at all.

Late in the afternoon Daniel and Wendy returned through the strong winds and the
fog. 1The conditions probably didn't appear too bad to them with their local knoiwledge, but
they certainly looked pretty bad to me. They mnotored up close to the jetty again and
Wendy threw me a bag containing a carton of' milk, rolls, cheese and apples, quickly
reversing away saying they needed to get back to their family, and declining to take any
payment for it, A little later Dick tuned his VHIF into the weather station, and the forecast
for Saturday was rnuch better, with the fog lifting and decreasing winds At last we could
look forward to making a start on the final leg of our cruise to Canso.
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Saturday 3Y July
We woke next moming and packed up ready to set sail. The fog was still fairly

dense, but we had high hopes of it clearing by the time we were ready to leave. By 10.30
Dick had made the decision to set sail. The visibility was still poor, probably less than half
a mile. though improving I was most reluctant to start out in such limited visibility. After
my experience of the fog clearing and then quickly returning at Charlos Cove, I was
particularly concerned in case the conditions worsened again after setting sail, and
therefore decided on the safer option of staying where I was.

Dick felt that he had sufficicnt experience of sailing in such conditions, and was
happy to stick with his decision to set off, after logging the waypoints and route into his
GI'S. As we both felt we had made the right decision for ourselves, we agreed to sail the
last leg of the trip independently.

Dick setting off on the last leg of the
tnp to Canso. The fog had lifted consid-
erably, and the visibility was quite rea-
aunnabi, bui il/re wa: sai6 d ,iurtn u .
potentially hazardous areas to sadi
throuah and I falt it was worth wafitin
a white longer to be sure the tfg had
gone.

comne in from 3 days earlier, the

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wa ey ocmd tha

Dick set off after mid-day in a steady breeze and much improved visibility. I also
started to prepare to set sailI in the hope that after another hour the fog would have cleared
completely. I also felt I needed to call in on the layes family on the way past Whale
Island, and otTer payment to the fisherman for a mantle I had broken on the gas lantern,
having knocked it over when _ had tripped on the lino in the cabin

An hour later I was ready to go and the fog had virtually disappeared, unfortunately
the wind had also dropped completely, so there was little point in setting off. I unpacked
some of my gear again, and prepared for another night in the log cabin. Even though th
fog had cleared, it didn't stop the lighthouse fog siren continuing all through the afternoon
- and throughout the night as well, With even srmall dinghies carrying a GPS these days to
pinpoint their position, it did seem a rather outmoded form o twarning.



I wondered how Dick had gOt ol iln the light winids as i watched the beauty oft'he sun
set, and then settled down for my last night's stay in the cabin

With the fog and the wind gone, a
eOWJtifl 4.l'V n,s4$t O4t.VI 4t ao the 4wa4t

in the early evening
The sunset was parhcula dv mar ica

later in the evening. More than suficent
l rason alone to stop tor just one more
nignt,

Sunday 4' July
It was bright and clear when I woke

next morning, with a good breeze blowing.
I got up, packed, and was away by 08.30-

rather more confident about skirting OUt-
ciups uf' uck, and miandged tU get a photu;
of' a wave breaking on a rock formation
guarding Whale Island,

Daniel had been
watching my approach
and gave me a wave,
telling me as a passed
closer, that there was a
more protected cove
nrninrd the htnfiIs.nd

where I could anchor

me and I I handed him
a awe-doralar biii to com-

pensate the fisherman for the broken mantle, and to thank hi_ for the use of the cabin,
which Daniel promaised he would pass on,

14~~~~g acigmyapoc



I was invited to stop for a coffee, but I declined, as I felt I needed to get to Canso as
soon as possible to give Jim time to set out in his car to trail his boat home.

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 C!i. e +h
_|!v!~~~~~~~~~~~eaae andB. write, ovusyperg the islain(shoe

/ would have liked to have taken up his invitation to stop, for

iset sail for Snorting Rocks off Dover island over a mile away, and then the wVniue
Point ledges off Little Dover Island (actually twice as big as Dover Island!) a further 3
miles away. Trhe breeze by now had picked up and I was sailing goose-winged at a very
good pace. For the first time on the whole trip I saw, sailing further out to sea, 2 other
yachts. Turing due north after White Point ledges, I had an easy sail through Andrew
Passage, turning again off the northern headland to sail close-hauled the remaining 2 miles
to Canso, arriving just after 13.00. Reaching the marina entrance, I noticed Jim and Dick

Sailing into the manina at
Canso.

Even though we had been
sailing for two weeks it had

exhausting trip than somne
of my shadter UK cruises
around the coast, This was mtDv ia (tltcab aD e an_hr
possibly due to the hOde not-

prevailing wind always b owe
ina south-westerlyin wh ch
made the sailing considere
ably easier

Photo by Jim Fraser

Canso. |

Even though we had been l l2



Dick had managed to keep ahead of the dead calmi conditions the previous day.
Although the wind was light, Dick had reachied Canso hy early evening, to he greeted by
the Coastguard and Police. Jim had telephoned the Coastguard on the Saturday concerned
that we hadn't made contact with hin since leaving C'harlos Cove, asking for a lookout to
be kept for us, Due to an incident on Cape Breton Island, Jim was informed that a
helicopter would do a sweep of the area on its return In the mcantine the local
Coastguard and police had been contacted in Canso. who happened to be down at the

Dick had immediately contacted PhotobyJimFraser
Jim to expiain what had happened, anrd
Jim had decided to drive over to Canso on
the Sunday to await my arrival. Jim had in
fact arrived only an hour before me, and
had been about to leave to drive Dick to
the nearest ma in bus route, where he.
would be able to catch a bus to Jim's
horme *c rto i-v , Inc hs pickli-u trc---an

trailer. They therefore hadn't looked to
see me approaching, and had oniy noticed
me as I reached the marina entrance. If I
had arrived 5 minutes later, they would
have been gone for at least a couple of
hours. |

We loaded Iimri\s boat onto its
trailer, had some lunch, and set off on the
long dri;c hr . ThcI - ----d- rr tly ol-
lowed the twisting coastline, and we
passed by many of the piaces we had
called into during our cruise. I asked Jim
if he would stop at Charlos Cove, for me
to call in to see Glenn and Bev and report
the safe conclusion of our trip. All Glenn

had wanted in return for
i his great hospitality was

1 Rm o 1 ;+ _---A 1.X11[ t} IV* lI t. tU 1 14* UI'. W t4 LVI

him how we had got on, I
found that Gienn and Bev
had actually gone to
Canso for the Folk Festi-
val, but his mum was in,
and she was delighted to
hear mv newsz

,,_It was a 1nm dflvl hark almav
the coast road, and Jim stoppred
for a break at Mane Joseph
3Unfortunately. being Sunday, the
local store was dosed, and we

suppiy of Haddock to take home
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This was one of the most memorable cruises I have undertaken, and something I
would be pleased to have the chance to experience again - even the mossies were worth
putting up with! Cars registered in Nova Scotia advertise the province on their number-
plates as 'Canada's Ocean Playground'. With so few boats, so many unspoiled areas of
natural beauty, and such a varied wildlife, the southeastern shoreline is well worth a visit
by any experienced cruiser. Sailing the area in a small boat is even more rewarding, since
it brings you closer to the local people, whose generosity is second to none.

I am most grateful to Jim and Dick for making this experience possible.

Ralph Roberts W9885 Spree Lady

_ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
k~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A final picture of the wonderful Nova Scotian coast, taken from Raspberry Island on the morning
of my departure. It actually shows another sailing vessel near the centre of the picture leaving
Whitenead for Canso or Cape Beton Islard, where the vast Eams do Lake promises to be another
area that is worth another two week cruise.
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SAILING THE SOUTH-EASTERN SHORE NOVA SCOTIA

W 887 BLUE MIST and W 8328 NAOMI

NOVA SCOTIA ,$

Co a4 %t

t s _l~~~~~~~~

Only the larger islands have been marked
C,7 X v x .. - There are very many more smaller islands: between

'5.\- Y0~j 4 ie '; 2 ~5} *Clam Bay and Tangier Harbour for example. there are at least
k t v-"l 60 'islands', from the tiny Spntsaii Rock, to the largest, Wolfes Island.
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SAILING THE SOUTH-EASTERN SHORE NOVA SCOTIA
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